We present the combination of optical data from the Science Verification phase of the Dark Energy Survey (DES) with near infrared data from the ESO VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS). The deep optical detections from DES are used to extract fluxes and associated errors from the shallower VHS data. Joint 7-band (grizY JK) photometric catalogues are produced in a single 3 sq-deg DECam field centred at 02h26m−04d36m where the availability of ancillary multi-wavelength photometry and spectroscopy allows us to test the data quality. Dual photometry increases the number of DES galaxies with measured VHS fluxes by a factor of ∼4.5 relative to a simple catalogue level matching and results in a ∼1.5 mag increase in the 80% completeness limit of the NIR data. Almost 70% of DES sources have useful NIR flux measurements in this initial data release. Photometric redshifts are estimated for a subset of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts and initial results, although currently limited by small number statistics, indicate that the VHS data can help reduce the photometric redshift scatter at both z < 0.5 and z > 1. We present example DES+VHS colour selection criteria for high redshift Luminous Red Galaxies at z ∼ 0.7 as well as luminous quasars. Using spectroscopic observations in this field we show that the additional VHS fluxes are useful for the selection of both populations. The combined DES+VHS dataset, which will eventually cover almost 5000 sq-deg, will therefore enable a range of new science and be ideally suited for target selection for future wide-field spectroscopic surveys.
INTRODUCTION
Observational astronomy is currently experiencing a golden age of digital data. The advent of sensitive electronic cameras that can be mounted on large aperture telescopes has enabled a new generation of wide-field ground-based galaxy surveys at optical and near infrared wavelengths. These surveys aim to obtain photometric data for millions of galaxies over thousands of square degrees of sky. Wide-field optical survey astronomy was revolutionised by data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) . Data Release 9 of SDSS (Ahn et al. 2012 ) contains more than 930 million catalogued objects over 14,555 sq-deg of the northern hemisphere corresponding to a source density of ∼64,000/deg 2 . The 5000 sq-deg Dark Energy Survey (DES) represents the next leap forward in the southern hemisphere with an expected source density of >100,000/deg 2 . DES is a wide-field optical survey optimised for studies of weak gravitational lensing, large-scale structure and galaxy clusters, in particular from the millimeter wavelength South Pole Telescope (SPT) Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) cluster survey. In addition, DES also includes a deeper multi-epoch supernova survey over 30 sq-deg. The optical DES data are complemented by near infrared (NIR) data from the VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS; McMahon et al. 2013) . Together these two surveys will eventually provide a unique 7-band photometric dataset over ∼4500 sq-deg of the southern sky. Figure 1 shows the coverage of all VHS data processed until April 2014 together with the DES Science Verification observations. DES is unique as an optical galaxy survey due to the redsensitive CCDs used by the DECam camera and its high throughput out to wavelengths of almost 1µm in the z and Y filters. Near infrared photometry in the J and K-bands out to ∼2µm would therefore form a natural extension to the DES wavelength coverage. The addition of NIR photometry to optical data provides several advantages. Firstly, at z 1.0, the 4000Å break in early type galaxies which is commonly used as a photometric redshift discriminator, moves from the optical to the NIR bands. The addition of NIR data may therefore lead to significantly more accurate photometric redshifts for galaxies at z 1 (Banerji et al. 2008; Jarvis et al. 2013) . These galaxies will serve as important probes of the evolution of large-scale structure with redshift. NIR data is also extremely sensitive to the reddest galaxies which often reside in galaxy clusters, as well as active galactic nuclei (AGN) at all redshifts and can therefore help with their identification. Many of these sources will be targeted with the next generation of wide-field spectroscopic surveys such as DESI (Levi et al. 2013 ) and 4MOST (de Jong et al. 2012) and it is important to assess the quality of the photometric data to judge its suitability for target selection (e.g. Jouvel et al. 2013) . The DES+VHS photometric data will also contribute significantly to the landscape of multi-wavelength surveys in the southern sky over the next decade, providing interesting targets for both the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) and the Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) and enabling the identification of optical counterparts for the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) pathfinders and eventually leading up to the full SKA. Finally, it should be stressed that the techniques for combining the data outlined here as well as the science applications that are described are just as relevant to combining optical and near infrared data from many other ongoing wide-field galaxy surveys -e.g. VST-ATLAS, VST-KiDS, PanSTARRS, HSC, Skymapper, VISTA VIKING.
In this paper we describe joint optical+ NIR photometric catalogues from DES + VHS, produced over a single DECam field covering 3 sq-deg of the DES Science Verification data. We use the deeper DES detection images to extract fluxes and associated errors from the shallower NIR data. Section 2 describes the surveys used in this work and Section 3 describes the dual photometry method. The astrometry, photometry and star-galaxy separation of the combined catalogues are checked in Section 4, 5 and 6 respectively. While this sort of dual photometry method has been used extensively in astronomical surveys for the construction of multi-wavelength photometric catalogues, it is usually applied to datasets that are comparable in terms of their depth and sensitivity. By contrast, the VHS data is significantly shallower than DES, which means that the majority of DES detections lie below the 5σ level of the VHS images. A key aim of this paper is to assess whether enough useful information can be extracted even from low signal-to-noise flux measurements, to enhance the science that will be possible with DES data alone. With this in mind, we also present some illustrative science applications of our combined data including photometric redshift estimates (Section 7) and target selection of both Luminous Red Galaxies and quasars (Section 8).
All magnitudes are on the AB system. This is the native photometric system for DES and the VHS magnitudes have been converted from Vega to AB using the following corrections: JAB=JVega+0.937, KAB=KVega+1.839.
SURVEY DATA

Dark Energy Survey (DES)
The Dark Energy Survey (Flaugher 2005; Frieman et al. 2013 ) is an optical survey that is imaging 5000 sq-deg of the southern celestial hemisphere in the grizY bands using a dedicated camera, DECam (Diehl & Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2012; Flaugher et al. 2012 ) on the Blanco 4-m telescope in CTIO. The survey aims to understand the nature and evolution of dark energy using a multiprobe approach, utilising measurements of large-scale structure, weak gravitational lensing, galaxy cluster counts and a dedicated multi-epoch supernova survey over 30 sq-deg. The wide survey will go down to a nominal i-band magnitude limit of 25.3 (5σ; PSF) or 24.0±0.10 (10σ; galaxy). The camera obtained its first light images in September 2012 and this was followed by a period of Commissioning and Science Verification observations (SV hereafter) lasting between October 2012 and February 2013. Several high priority fields were targetted as part of this SV phase including well-known spectroscopic training set fields overlapping spectroscopic surveys like VVDS, ACES and zCOSMOS, several well-known galaxy clusters as well as ∼250 sq-deg of area covered by the SPT survey.
DECam imaging overlapping data from deep spectroscopic redshift surveys were obtained for the following four fields: SN-X3, SN-C3, VVDS F14, and COSMOS (Sánchez et al. 2014) . Each of the four fields covers about the area of single DECam pointing, or about 3 sq-deg and more details can be found in Sánchez et al. (2014) . All fields include imaging in the 6 filters ugrizY . The data have been processed to two imaging depths: "main", corresponding to approximately DES main survey exposure times, and "deep", corresponding to about 3 times the exposure of a single visit to a DES supernova deep field (for SN-X3 and SN-C3) or deeper (for COSMOS). Details of the data reduction and the exposure times used are given in Sánchez et al. (2014) . In this paper, we work with the DECam imaging in the SN-X3 field only, processed to the "main" survey depth. We only use the DES grizY photometry as u-band data will not be available for the main widefield survey. The SN-X3 field has been chosen from among the four spectroscopic training set fields as it is the only one with complete overlap with VHS near infrared imaging. The SN-C3 field is partially covered by the VISTA VIKING survey, which complements VHS and the VVDS F14 and COSMOS fields lie outside the VHS survey region.
The data were processed using the same codes used by DES Data Management (DESDM) to process DES imaging data Mohr et al. 2012) , in particular for image detrending, astrometric calibration (SCAMP; Bertin 2006), image remapping and coaddition (SWarp v2.34.0; Bertin et al. 2002) and object detection and photometry (SExtractor v2.18.7; Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . The typical photometric calibration uncertainty is <5%. The r-band image was used as the detection image in construction of these early photometric catalogues although we note that riz images are now used by DESDM for object detection in order to provide increased sensitivity to red objects. For the purposes of our analysis however, the r-band data is significantly deeper than the NIR VHS data so using the r-band for detection does not affect the statistical properties of the joint optical+NIR source population although we note that these catalogues are likely to be incomplete to very rare, extremely red objects. The data were generally processed by running these codes in "standalone" mode at Fermilab, rather than by running them within the DESDM processing framework at NCSA. Running "standalone" was needed as the DESDM framework was not yet fully setup at the time (Spring 2013) to process and calibrate the data for these isolated fields all the way through to image coaddition.
Though we basically used the DESDM codes, there were some detailed differences in processing and photometric calibration that are highlighted in Sánchez et al. (2014) . For the purposes of this paper however, the DECam imaging over SN-X3 is representative of the optical photometry that will be available from the final DES survey.
VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS)
The VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS) is a NIR photometric survey being conducted using the VISTA telescope in Chile, that aims to cover 18,000 sq-deg of the southern celestial hemisphere to a depth 30 times fainter than the 2MASS survey in at least two wavebands (J and K). In the South Galactic Cap, ∼4500 sq-deg of sky overlapping DES is being imaged deeper in order to better supplement the optical data available from DES. This area is known as VHS-DES hereafter and goes down to median depths of JAB = 21.2 and KAB = 20.4 for 5σ detection of a point source. The remainder of the high galactic latitude sky is being imaged in the Y JK bands and combined with optical photometry from the VST-ATLAS survey. This VHS-ATLAS area has 5σ nominal magnitude limits of J = 20.9 and K = 19.8. Some portions of VHS-DES and VHS-ATLAS also include data in the H-band. The low galactic latitude sky is known as VHS-GPS and also goes down to K < 19.8. In this paper, we work with the VHS-DES images and catalogues overlapping the 3 sq-deg DECam pointing centred on the SN-X3 field.
We now introduce several definitions pertinent to the VHS data that will be relevant later. The VIRCAM camera used for VHS imaging constitutes a sparse array of 16 individual detectors that cover a region of 0.595 sq-deg. In order to get contiguous coverage of the 1.5 sq-deg field-of-view (1.02 deg in RA and 1.48 deg in DEC), six exposures are therefore required. These six exposures are termed pawprints and together they produce a single coadd tile. Due to the smaller size of the VIRCAM field of view relative to DECam, each DECam pointing overlaps multiple VIRCAM tiles which are combined as detailed later.
VHS imaging data has been processed using the VISTA Data Flow System (VDFS; Emerson et al. 2004; Hambly et al. 2004; Irwin et al. 2004 ) operated by the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU). Data processing steps follow standard procedures for infrared photometry instrumental signature removal including bias, non-linearity, dark, flat and fringing corrections. Sky background tracking and removal are done using all observations executed during a night. The pawprint images are then combined into a coadd tile. Photometric calibration is done using 2MASS on a tile by tile basis and makes use of the 2MASS JHKS stellar photometry to calibrate the VHS data as detailed in Hodgkin et al. (2009) . Specifically, the following colour equations are derived between the 2MASS and VISTA J and K filters:
(1)
The photometric calibration in the J and K-bands has a typical uncertainty of <1.5% (Hodgkin et al. in preparation) . Finally, catalogues are generated using the astrometry, photometry, shape and Data Quality Control information. All images and catalogues used in this work are supplied with the appropriate astrometric and photometric calibrations from VDFS.
Spectroscopic Catalogue
Spectroscopic follow-up of the DES Supernova Fields (including the SN-X3 field), is currently being conducted as part of the OzDES survey on the Anglo-Australian Telescope (Yuan et al. in preparation) . The fibre fed spectrograph on the AAT allows OzDES to pursue several parallel scientific goals. A strong focus is on spectroscopic follow-up of supernova host galaxies and repeat observations of Active Galactic Nuclei for reverberation mapping. Other targets include galaxy clusters, Luminous Red Galaxies, Emission Line Galaxies, as well as a flux-limited sample of photometric redshift calibration targets. OzDES is a 5 year survey which began in 2013 and the first season of observations is now complete. OzDES redshifts have been combined with other redshifts in these fields from spectroscopic surveys including SDSS (Ahn et al. 2012; Eisenstein et al. 2001; Strauss et al. 2002) , 6dF (Jones et al. 2009 ), GAMA (Driver et al. 2011; Hopkins et al. 2013) , VVDS (Le Fèvre et al. 2005) , VIPERS (Garilli et al. 2013 ) and SNLS supernova hosts (Lidman et al. 2013) .
We make use of this master spectroscopic redshift catalogue 1 to assess the quality and utility of the DES+VHS catalogues in much of the analysis that follows but note here that this does not form a homogenous population of spectroscopically confirmed galaxies. The GAMA and 6dF surveys in particular constitute the brightest and lowest redshift galaxies in the local Universe while deeper surveys like VVDS and VIPERS extend to much higher redshifts. The OzDES spectroscopically confirmed galaxies too do not form a uniform flux-limited sample due to the fact that at a fixed magnitude, redshifts are more easily determinable for certain subclasses of galaxies in the OzDES survey. These caveats should be kept in mind when photometric redshifts for this catalogue are presented in Section 7.
METHOD
VHS is by design much shallower than DES but nevertheless represents the deepest near infrared survey that will overlap with most of the DES area on completion of DES. Most of the DES galaxies do not have an NIR counterpart in the VHS 5σ catalogues. Furthermore, the VHS catalogue production pipeline is different from that used by DES which means that different prescriptions for profile fitting as well as different aperture radii have been used to measure magnitudes in the two surveys. Combining the DES and VHS data in an optimal way requires joint photometry to be carried out on the pixel level data from both surveys. The joint photometry method can make use of the deeper DES detections to extract fluxes from objects that lie below the signal-to-noise threshold used in the construction of the VHS catalogues. The concept is illustrated in Figure  2 where we present DES r-band and VHS J-band images centred on a galaxy cluster in the SN-X3 field which clearly demonstrates the difference in depth between the two surveys. As is apparent from this figure, there is a significant amount of information in the VHS images below the 5σ threshold used to construct the VHS catalogues. Our aim in this paper is to extract this extra information directly from the VHS images by making use of the DES detections. The NIR data represents extra information about the source spectral energy distribution at long wavelengths and, as we will demonstrate later, even in the presence of noise, it can serve as a useful discriminant in breaking degeneracies between galaxy properties. A consequence of performing joint photometry is also so that we ensure that magnitudes are measured consistently across both surveys thus avoiding biases in the optical-NIR colours due to systematic offsets between different magnitude measures for different galaxy populations.
We now describe the various stages for combining the DES and VHS data. The first step is to select all VHS images overlapping the DECam field-of-view which will then be combined to produce a near infrared image of the same size as the optical DES image. There are six separate VHS tiles that overlap the 3 sq-deg DECam image. Only those images taken under photometric conditions are used corresponding to coadd tiles where the seeing and zeropoint variation between the individual pawprints are smaller than 0.2 ′′ and 0.2 mag respectively. This ensures that any coadd images where the PSF varies significantly from one pawprint to another, have been removed from the analysis. Before coaddition, all VHS images overlapping the DECam image need to be scaled to a common zeropoint which is selected to be 25.0. The zeropoints are first adjusted for the effects of different airmass, extinction and exposure time in each image as shown in Eq. 3 before applying this scaling.
ZP eff = MAGZPT−(airmass−1.0)×ext+2.5log 10 (ExpTime) (3) Using SWarP, the VHS images are then resampled to produce a 30,000×30,000 pixel image with a pixel scale of 0.267 ′′ per pixel, which therefore directly corresponds to the size and scale of the DECam image. A LAN CZOS3 resampling algorithm is used. The original VHS images have a pixel scale of 0.341 ′′ per pixel. The images are also coadded in regions where they overlap using a median coaddition. We note here that resampling the VHS images onto a finer pixel scale introduces correlated noise between the pixels which is not dealt with when magnitude errors are produced by our source extraction software. We come back to this point later in the paper.
Once a VHS coadded image has been produced with the same Figure 2 . DES r-band (top left) and VHS J-band images 3×3 ′ in size centred on a cluster in the DES SN-X3 field demonstrating the difference in depth between the two surveys. All the DES detections are shown as the blue circles in the DES r-band image while each of the VHS images show the sources in our joint DES+VHS catalogue as a function of the J-band signal-to-noise ratio. These cutouts demonstrate the significant amount of information present in the VHS images below the 5σ threshold used in the construction of VHS catalogues. center, size and pixel scale as the DES image, we run SExtractor in dual-photometry mode using the DES r-band image as the detection image and the VHS coadd tile as the measurement image in order to produce a VHS catalogue in the J and K-bands in the SN-X3 field. The SExtractor parameters used are summarised in Table  1 and mostly correspond to those used during the SV period for the production of DES catalogues. We note that we do not currently include model-fitting to calculate galaxy magnitudes as this involves PSF homogenisation of the VISTA tiles. As the VISTA tiles are constructed from six exposures across 16 sparsely distributed detectors, at any point in the image, there may be contributions from up to 16×6 PSFs. The effects of variable seeing are corrected for when producing the VHS VDFS 5σ catalogues using a process known as grouting 2 . However, these corrections are not applied to the VHS tile images that are used in this work. The PSF variation across a coadd tile is not easily modelled using simple smoothly varying functions and the PSF determination is also complicated by the image resampling. PSF and model-fitting to the VHS images are therefore left for future work. We note however that at high redshifts of z 0.7 where the VHS data is likely to add the most value to DES, most galaxies are unresolved in the VHS images, which have a typical seeing value of ∼1
′′ . Model-fitting is therefore not appropriate in these cases and simple aperture magnitudes are expected to give reasonable galaxy colours and can be used for a range of science applications as we demonstrate in the following analysis. Throughout this paper, we use the SExtractor MAG AUTO values for magnitude and colour measurements.
ASTROMETRY
Before running the dual photometry on the DES and VHS data, we begin by checking the astrometric calibration between the two surveys. In order to do this, we match the DES catalogues in the SN-X3 field to the VHS 5σ catalogues using a matching radius of 1.0 ′′ . The astrometry for VHS has been calibrated using 2MASS
while the DES astrometry used in this work has been calibrated using the SCAMP software and the positions from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 8. There are ∼38,000 sources that are matched between the two catalogues. In Figure 3 we plot the 2-dimensional distribution of the difference in the RA and DEC values between DES and VHS. As can be seen, this distribution is strongly peaked at an offset close to zero. The median offsets are: δRA=RA(DES)-RA(VHS)=0.005 ′′ and δDEC=DEC(DES)-DEC(VHS)=-0.002
′′ . The median absolute deviation in these offsets is 0.12 ′′ in both RA and DEC corresponding to a standard deviation of 0.18
′′ . Figure 3 also shows the histogram of separations for all the objects matched between DES and the VHS catalogues. As can be seen from this figure, the mean separation between DES and VHS sources is 0.15 ′′ . We conclude that the astrometry is therefore consistent across the entire DECam field of view between the two surveys.
PHOTOMETRY
The 3 sq-deg DECam pointing in the SN-X3 field contains ∼272,000 sources with at least 6 pixels at 1.5σ above the background. The DES r-band image is used as the detection image and SExtractor is run in dual photometry mode using this optical image for detection and calculating photometric properties on the near infrared J and K-band images which directly overlap it. The SExtractor parameters are given in Table 1 . The dual photometry therefore allows us to measure VHS J and K-band fluxes for all sources that are detected in the r-band. However, many of these correspond to spurious sources and artefacts in the optical imaging data. In order to remove these, we match the optical sources to the near infrared sources using a matching radius of 1 ′′ which essentially removes all sources where centroids are poorly determined in the near infrared image. We note that the centroids measured on the NIR images are not actually used for the forced photometry, which uses the positions from the DES detection image. The near infrared J-band positions are used for this matching as the J-band goes deeper than the K-band. Sources with poorly determined centroids that are removed, generally correspond to satellite trails, cosmic rays and diffraction spikes around bright stars but also include very faint galaxies where there is no discernible flux in the near infrared and the source detection algorithm can therefore no longer measure a centroid. In crowded cluster fields such as the one shown in Figure 2 , multiple DES sources that are blended into a single VHS source are also removed via this band-merging procedure. The band-merging is therefore used as a simple way of cleaning the catalogues of both spurious detections in the optical and extremely low signal-to-noise sources where even the forced photometry fluxes are likely to be unreliable.
After band merging, the joint DES+VHS catalogue contains ∼182,000 sources with VHS photometry -i.e. 67% of DES sources have measured near infrared fluxes. Out of these ∼182,000 sources, only ∼38,000 are in the VHS catalogues. Using the DES detections, we have therefore significantly increased the number of sources with near infrared fluxes, albeit now including VHS sources with larger errors on their photometry. Figure 4 shows the histogram of both r-band magnitudes and signal-to-noise values in the J and K-band for our final catalogue of ∼182,000 sources where the signal-to-noise estimates account for correlated noise in the resampled VHS images as detailed later in this Section. As can be seen the signal-to-noise distribution peaks at ∼1 in both bands. Imposing a bright cut of i < 22.5, we see that the median signalto-noise is now ∼2-2.5. By contrast, the median i-band magnitude of those sources present in the 5σ VHS catalogues, is i ∼ 20.8.
In this section, we first begin by assessing the quality of the photometry. To do this, we match the joint DES+VHS catalogue of ∼182,000 sources to deep near infrared data from the VISTA VIDEO survey which has magnitude limits of JAB=24.4 and KAB=23.8 measured in a 2 ′′ aperture (Jarvis et al. 2013 ). VIDEO uses the same camera, telescope and filters as VHS and can therefore be directly used to verify the VHS photometry. The public VIDEO data release in this field overlapping deep optical data from the CFHTLS, only covers the central 1.0 sq-deg of the 3 sq-deg DECam pointing. There are ∼60,000 sources in our bandmerged DES+VHS catalogue that also have VIDEO photometry. The VIDEO data release includes SExtractor output catalogues with MAG AUTO measurements, which can therefore be directly compared to the photometry generated in this paper. In Figure 5 we plot the difference in magnitude in the J and K bands between our VHS magnitudes and the VIDEO magnitudes for these sources. We note that in the low signal-to-noise regime, the errors on the magnitudes are non-Gaussian and hence the median difference between the magnitudes is not expected to be zero. At faint magnitudes, the VHS estimates begin to get systematically brighter relative to VIDEO. At bright magnitudes and high signal-to-noise however where the magnitude errors are approximately Gaussian, the magnitudes between the two surveys are consistent at the level of ∼0.04 mag. At very bright magnitudes, the effects of saturation can be seen in the J-band. While the detector integration time in the J-band is 30s for VIDEO, 15s integration times have been used instead for VHS so it is possible that bright objects with J < 15 could be saturated in the longer VIDEO J-band exposures.
In Figure 6 we plot the number of sources as a function of J and K-band magnitude in the VHS catalogues, VIDEO catalogues and the DES+VHS joint forced photometry catalogues produced in this work. The number counts of all three catalogues agree very well at the bright-end. The small offset of ∼0.04 mag between VHS and VIDEO noted earlier, does not affect Figure 6 where the numbers are calculated in bins of 0.5 mag. As can be seen in this figure, the VHS catalogue source counts begin to turn over at reasonably bright magnitudes. Using the VIDEO data, we derive 80% completeness limits of 19.9 and 19.3 for the J-band and K-band respectively. Note that these are shallower than the median 5σ pointsource depths of the survey quoted in Section 2.2 as the number counts in Figure 6 are dominated by galaxies and these completeness limits are therefore appropriate for extended sources. Even for point sources, the 5σ catalogue flux-limits typically translate to a completeness limit of ∼50% on average. The corresponding 80% completeness limits for the DES+VHS dual photometry catalogues are J = 21.2 and K = 20.9. Using the DES detections, we have therefore been able to extend the near infrared coverage to ∼1.5 mag fainter.
As stated earlier, the resampling of the VHS images onto the finer DECam pixel scale, introduces correlated noise between the pixels which is not accounted for by SExtractor. The SExtractor magnitude errors are therefore under-estimated. In order to calculate the factor by which these errors are under-estimated, we compare the SExtractor magnitude errors to those produced by the VHS pipeline for high signal-to-noise sources. The VHS pipeline correctly accounts for correlated noise in the pixels. We find that typically the SExtractor magnitude errors are under-estimated by a factor of ∼3.5-4. This factor is constant as a function of magnitude and just corresponds to the ratio of the pixel-to-pixel RMS in the Histogram of signal-to-noise values in the J and K-bands for sources in our joint DES+VHS catalogue after accounting for correlated noise as described in Section 5. The distribution is peaked at a signal-to-noise of ∼1. The J-band goes slightly deeper and therefore is skewed towards slightly higher signal-to-noise values compared to the K-band. Selecting sources with i < 22.5, we find that these distributions peak at a signal-to-noise of ∼2-2.5. The VHS catalogues only include objects at signal-to-noise of >5 and as can be seen, this corresponds to the brightest tail of DES sources with a median i-band magnitude of 20.8. original VHS images versus the resampled VHS images used for the dual photometry. As a conservative estimate, we therefore scale all the VHS photometric errors output by SExtractor by a factor of 4, in order to correctly account for correlated noise between the pixels of the resampled VHS images. Throughout the paper, the noise estimates used and quoted therefore correctly account for the correlated noise.
We now consider the colours of galaxies in our joint DES+VHS catalogues. We select galaxies using a crude star/galaxy separation cut of i spreadmodel > 0.0028. The use of the new spread model parameter in performing stargalaxy separation for DES will be discussed in more detail in Section 6. While this cut does not necessarily represent the most optimal separation criterion, we show in Section 6 that it allows reasonable classifications that are sufficient for our aims and this cut is therefore used throughout this paper. There are ∼125,000 galaxies over the 3 sq-deg pointing when using this selection. The (r − i) versus (J − K) colours of these galaxies is shown in Figure 7 . Here we also plot the DES+VISTA colours of galaxies for four different galaxy templates from Jouvel et al. (2009) spanning the entire range in galaxy types in these mock catalogues. The equivalent colour-colour distribution for the deeper VIDEO survey has also been plotted. As can be seen from the figure, the main locus of data points in this colour-colour plane overlaps the galaxy tracks thus demonstrating that the forced photometry pipeline is producing reasonable colours for galaxies. Although the deeper VIDEO data have less scatter in the (J − K) colour by a factor of ∼3 compared to VHS, Figure 7 clearly demonstrates that the peak of the galaxy distribution in both datasets roughly coincides, and correspond to a z ∼ 0.5 star-forming galaxy in terms of its optical+NIR colour. . VHS J and K-band number counts produced by running dual photometry on the VHS coadded images using the DES detection images (DES+VHS) compared to both VHS catalogue counts over the same area as well as deeper data from the VIDEO survey. All three distributions show good agreement at the bright end. The number counts are dominated by the extended sources and from this plot, the 80% completeness for the VHS catalogues is J = 19.9 and K = 19.3 (appropriate for galaxies). The corresponding numbers for the DES+VHS dual photometry catalogue presented in this paper are J = 21.2 and K = 20.9.
STAR-GALAXY SEPARATION
For the purposes of this paper, we would like to be able to separate stars and galaxies in the DES and VHS catalogues. Within DESDM, star-galaxy separation makes use of the new spread model parameter within SExtractor Soumagnac et al. 2013) . Point sources which are unresolved in the DES images should have a spread model value close to zero whereas more extended sources will have larger spread model values. Several improvements to the classification are currently under investigation (e.g. Soumagnac et al. 2013) and are not the subject of the current study. In this work we choose to perform star/galaxy separation using a spread model threshold of 0.0028.
We wish to test the effectiveness of the above spread model cut in separating stars from galaxies in the DES+VHS catalogues. The combination of optical and near infrared photometry can effectively be used for this as stars and galaxies have been shown to separate well in the (g − i) versus (J − K) colour-colour plane (Baldry et al. 2010) . We split point sources and extended sources in our catalogue using the criteria: −0.003 < i spread model < 0.0028 and i spread model > 0.0028 respectively. This results in ∼40,000 stellar sources and ∼125,000 galaxies, and the two populations are plotted in the giJK colour-colour plane in Figure 8. The figure also shows the stellar locus from Jarvis et al. (2013) which is essentially the Baldry et al. (2010) locus used to separate the two populations, with appropriate small offsets to convert from the UKIDSS K-band to the VISTA K-band. As can be seen from the figure, the majority of the point sources do indeed fall below the line while the extended sources lie above the line. The significant population of point sources with blue (g − i) but red (J − K) colours and that lie above the locus, are mainly expected to be quasars. Using this colour locus for star/galaxy separation, we find that 85% of extended sources in DES with i spread model > 0.0028, lie in the correct portion of the giJK colour-colour plane.
Optimum star-galaxy separation criteria for DES sources will be investigated in forthcoming studies and the above criteria are not intended to give highly pure or highly complete samples of either population, which are necessary for example for much of the cosmological analysis intended with DES. Nevertheless, we can conclude based on the optical+NIR colours that a simple i spread model > 0.0028 cut is sufficient for the the aims of this paper, which are to assess the potential of the NIR data from VHS in enhancing DES science.
DES+VHS PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS
In Banerji et al. (2008) it was demonstrated using early DES+VHS simulations that the addition of near infrared photometry from VHS to the DES optical data can result in a substantial improvement in the photometric redshift scatter of DES galaxies at high redshifts. In particular, these early simulations indicated that the improvement should be ∼30% at z 1 and this improvement in photometric redshift performance could also result in a significant improvement in large-scale-structure measurements with DES. In this Section, we would therefore like to test how the DES photometric redshifts change on addition of the NIR VHS data. Spectroscopic redshifts are available in the SN-X3 field from OzDES as well as several other spectroscopic surveys as described in Section 2.3. There are ∼9800 galaxies overlapping our DES+VHS catalogues in this field, all with high confidence spectroscopic redshift measurements. Out of these, ∼6800 are in the VHS >5σ catalogues so the bright galaxies are clearly over-represented in this spectroscopic sample relative to the full photometric dataset. More than 70% of these galaxies are also at z < 0.7 which is not representative of the final redshift distribution of the DES photometric sample. Figure 9 plots the magnitude distributions in the J and K-bands for both the spectroscopic and photometric datasets and clearly illustrates this point. The photometric redshifts presented in this section should therefore be interpreted with caution as, for the single field used in this pilot study, they depend strongly on both the spectroscopic sample being used as well as the photometric redshift algorithm.
For the purposes of this paper, we run a single template fitting code: LePhare (Ilbert et al. 2006 ) on these galaxies in order to assess the photometric redshift performance. LePhare has been commonly used for the analysis of photometric redshifts in several deep field galaxy surveys such as VIDEO (Jarvis et al. 2013 ) and COS-MOS (Ilbert et al. 2009 ) and use of the same algorithm allows us to benchmark our results against these deeper datasets over smaller areas of sky. Furthermore, the spectroscopic samples in the single DECam pointing used in this pilot study are currently too small to provide robust and independent training, validation and testing sets for empirical photometric redshift estimators. A thorough comparison of different photometric redshift algorithms has been carried . Normalised magnitude distributions (normalised by the total number of galaxies) for both the spectroscopic dataset used for photometric redshift analysis and the full photometric dataset produced by our forced photometry pipeline. The spectroscopic dataset is clearly biased towards brighter galaxies with evidence for a bimodal distribution due to the superposition of galaxies from bright surveys such as SDSS, 6dF and GAMA and fainter surveys such as VVDS-Deep and VIPERS, in our master redshift catalogue.
out by Sánchez et al. (2014) for the DES Science Verification data and we note here that the results presented in this Section do not necessarily constitute the best photometric redshifts that can currently be obtained for DES. Training-set based estimators produce more accurate photometric redshifts than template-fitting methods like LePhare when large training samples overlapping the photometric sample exist. Rather, the aim here is to look at the relative difference in photometric redshift performance for DES and DES+VHS galaxies in this single field.
The templates used for our photometric redshifts have been optimised for the COSMOS photo-z library as described in Ilbert et al. (2009) . This library is composed of 31 templates ranging from ellipticals to starbursts. It includes three elliptical galaxy templates and seven spiral galaxy templates generated by Polletta et al. (2007) . In addition, there are 12 starburst templates from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with ages between 0.03 and 3 Gyr. Additional dust-reddened templates are also constructed for the intermediate and late-type populations using the extinction law from Calzetti et al. (2000) with E(B-V) values in the range 0.1 to 0.3. Emission line fluxes have been additionally incorporated (Ilbert et al. 2009; Jouvel et al. 2009 ). The addition of these emission line fluxes significantly improves the ability to reproduce colours of star-forming galaxies. Figure 7 shows that these templates overlap the optical+NIR colour-colour plane spanned by our photometric data and are therefore appropriate for the photometric redshift analysis carried out here. Finally, adaptive photometric offsets are also calculated in each of the photometric pass bands using the spectroscopically confirmed galaxies, in order to correct for small systematic offsets in the magnitudes.
We begin by making use of a set of relatively simple metrics to assess how the VHS photometry impacts the photo-z performance. The aim is to assess the relative difference in photometric redshift performance between the DES only and DES+VHS catalogues. For these purposes, we evaluate the bias on the photometric redshift < ∆z/(1 + zs) >, the scatter on the photometric redshift by looking at the normalised median absolute deviation (NMAD) of the difference between the photometric redshift and spectroscopic redshift:
In addition we also define the outlier fraction to be the fraction of objects where |∆z|/(1 + z) > 0.15. These are standard definitions employed in several other studies (Ilbert et al. 2009; Jarvis et al. 2013) , that allow us to characterise the photometric redshift performance relative to other surveys. With LePhare, we find that the bias decreases from −0.013 with the DES-only data to −0.007 with DES+VHS. The scatter on the photometric redshift decreases from 0.058 to 0.052 and the fraction of outliers decreasing from 13% to 10%. In Jarvis et al. (2013) , photometric redshifts were evaluated for CFHTLS deep optical data and CFHTLS+VIDEO optical+NIR data where the scatter decreased from 0.025 to 0.023, a 10% improvement consistent with our results. The outlier fraction too dropped from 7% to 4% in that study. Thirty band photometric redshifts in the deep COSMOS field reach a scatter of 0.012 for comparison although this scatter increases to 0.06 when NIR data is added (Ilbert et al. 2009 ). The above statistics while useful for comparison to other studies, are not representative of the accuracy with which photometric redshifts will be measurable for all DES+VHS galaxies, given that the spectroscopic sample is highly biased towards bright magnitudes and low redshifts. In order to overcome this bias, we therefore adopt a weighting method whereby each galaxy in the spectroscopic sample is assigned a weight so that the distribution of magnitudes in this weighted spectroscopic sample is comparable to the distribution of magnitudes in the final photometric sample. Weights are computed using the nearest neighbour estimator of Lima et al. (2008) where the spectroscopic galaxy weight is assigned based on the ratio of the local density of the spectroscopic and photometric samples in the multi-dimensional magnitude plane. More details can be found in Sánchez et al. (2014) . For comparison to the results obtained in Sánchez et al. (2014) for a variety of different photometric redshift algorithms, we also now compute the mean bias, σ68 parameter and fraction of 2 and 3-σ outliers as defined in that paper. To assess how accurately the photometric redshift distribution reproduces the spectroscopic redshift distribution, we calculate the Npoisson and KS-metrics introduced in Sánchez et al. DES+VHS 11 (2014) . Finally, in line with DES science requirements, we remove 10% of galaxies with the largest photometric redshift errors before these metrics are calculated. With these cuts, our results are analogous to those presented as Test1 of Sánchez et al. (2014) although we note that our spectroscopic dataset is different from the one used in that work.
We begin by looking at the overall change in the metrics for DES and DES+VHS using LePhare. These are summarised in Table 2 and errors on these estimates are calculated using 100 bootstrap samples. We find that most of the metrics show slight improvements with the addition of VHS data with the most significant improvement seen in the scatter parameter, σ68. The dispersion on each of these metrics is however almost always smaller with the addition of the near infrared data. In other words, quantities like the bias and scatter can be calculated more robustly with the DES+VHS data than with DES alone.
More interesting perhaps than these overall metrics are the trends in these as a function of redshift. Figure 10 shows both the bias and σ68 as a function of photometric redshift both for DES and DES+VHS estimates of the photometric redshift. These plots are produced after weighting the spectroscopic sample of galaxies as discussed earlier and also after removing 10% of galaxies with the largest photometric redshift errors. The bias looks relatively similar for the two datasets although as noted earlier, this bias can be estimated with a smaller error when the VHS data are included in the photometric redshift estimates. Looking at the scatter however, we find that at z ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 there is a significant improvement in σ68. At z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 1.1 too there is evidence for a drop in the scatter on addition of VHS data to DES although currently the results are limited by small number statistics in this single DECam pointing, which does not contain enough spectroscopic galaxies at the edges of the DES redshift distribution. Inspecting the best-fit templates for those galaxies where the NIR data reduces the photometric redshift scatter, we find that quite often the NIR allows us to distinguish between an early-type SED and a reddened starburst SED. The larger scatter at the low and high redshift ends is driven mainly by the poorer sampling of the 4000Å break by the DES optical filters in these redshift ranges. At low redshifts, u-band photometry can help traverse the Balmer break while at higher redshifts, near infrared photometry is required. The minimum in the photometric redshift scatter occurs at z ∼0.7 where the 4000Å break is in the middle of the optical filters.
Although the weighting method has been used to try and overcome biases associated with the available spectroscopic sample, in this single field, the statistics may also be strongly influenced by a small number of highly weighted galaxies. Nevertheless, these first results on the photometric redshifts from DES and VHS data are encouraging and suggest that the near infrared photometry derived from the DES detection images, can be used to improve the DES-only photometric redshift performance.
In the low signal-to-noise regime probed by the VHS forced photometry catalogues, logarithmic magnitude estimates are also clearly biased and fluxes and associated errors provide a more unbiased measure of the galaxy photometry (see e.g. discussion in Appendix A of Mortlock et al. 2012 ). Adapting existing photometric redshift codes to work with negative flux measurements and associated errors will therefore undoubtedly improve the constraints on photometric redshifts from the combined DES+VHS dataset.
TARGET SELECTION WITH DES+VHS
The next generation of wide-field spectroscopic surveys e.g. 4MOST (de Jong et al. 2012 ) and DESI (Levi et al. 2013) , will target a wide variety of extragalactic sources in order to constrain both models of galaxy formation and cosmic acceleration. Targets for these spectroscopic surveys will need to be selected using photometric data e.g. from DES and VHS (Jouvel et al. 2013; Schlegel et al. 2011 ). There are primarily three types of targets for which spectroscopic redshifts will be obtained -Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) at z < 1.2, Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) out to z∼1.5 (depending on the red cut-off of the spectrograph) and quasars at z ∼ 2 − 3 where optical spectrographs can detect the Lyα forest. While the blue ELGs can be effectively selected using optical colours only, the near infrared VHS data should aid the selection of both LRGs and quasars for these next generation wide-field spectroscopic surveys. We investigate the utility of our DES+VHS catalogues for both LRG and quasar selection here.
As described in Section 2.3, spectroscopic follow-up of DES targets in the SN fields is currently being conducted as part of the OzDES survey. OzDES can therefore serve as a pilot study for designing and honing photometric target selection methods using DES+VHS data, for the next generation of wide-field spectroscopic surveys. Once again we therefore make use of the OzDES redshift catalogue in order to assess the effectiveness of simple optical+NIR target selection criteria for isolating both high redshift LRGs and quasars. These are meant to serve as illustrative examples of the feasibility of using DES+VHS data for target selection for future surveys. In the future, these selection criteria will need to be further improved to produce the target densities necessary for different science applications.
Luminous Red Galaxies at High Redshift
We have employed a simple colour-selection in DES+VHS rzK space to select Luminous Red Galaxies at high redshifts of z 0.5 which extends the redshift range of currently available spectroscopic samples for photometric redshift calibration and large scale structure studies. The colour selection is shown in Figure 11 :
We apply this selection over the SN-X3 field which results in ∼2500 LRG candidates over 3 sq-deg. Out of these, there are 811 galaxies in total with spectroscopic redshift measurements from a variety of spectroscopic surveys in this field including AAOmega observations obtained as part of OzDES Yr 1 where the specific LRG selection described above was applied to select targets. Seven hundred and nine of the 811 have high confidence redshift measurements. The number of LRG targets with secure redshifts from OzDES only is 291, which represents ∼40% of the secure redshift sample. The redshift distribution for all 709 galaxies is shown in Figure 11 . Only 1 target has z = 3.33 and is not an LRG and there are three stars that were selected as LRGs. The rest of our targets with secure redshifts, are all at 0.3< z < 1.2 so for the subset of targets for which secure redshift identifications are possible, the contamination fraction to the colour-selection from non-LRGs is <0.5%. We note that there may be a higher proportion of nonLRGs among those targets for which secure redshifts have not been Table 2 . Summary of the different metrics used in Sánchez et al. (2014) to assess the photometric redshift accuracy both for catalogues with and without VHS data. Metrics are computed for the weighted spectroscopic sample with photometric redshifts from LePhare and after removing 10% of galaxies with the largest photo-z errors. Errors on the metrics are derived using 100 bootstrap samples. Figure 10 . The bias on the photometric redshift (left) and the scatter, σ 68 (right) in bins of photometric redshift for both the DES and DES+VHS estimates of the photometric redshift. Galaxies have been weighted as detailed in Section 7 before constructing these plots and 10% of the galaxies with the largest errors on their photometric redshift have been removed. Errors on the points are computed using 100 bootstrap samples.
measured and a thorough analysis of the purity and completeness of the LRG selection is deferred to future OzDES specific papers.
We confirm through visual inspection of the spectra of the 0.3 < z < 1.2 targets, that these are mostly early type galaxies with a prominent Balmer break. The median redshift is 0.72 and the median K-band magnitude is 18.9. We can see that the DES+VHS colour-selection is therefore effectively picking high redshift LRGs. Optical colour selection of LRGs for example in the BOSS survey, results in a sample with a lower median redshift of ∼0.5 (White et al. 2011 ) so the addition of near infrared photometry proves successful in extending the median redshift of LRG samples selected from the optical. Similar target selection criteria can therefore be applied to the combined DES+VHS data resulting from the final 5 year survey in order to select extragalactic LRG targets for wide-field spectroscopic surveys like 4MOST and DESI.
Quasars
Next-generation wide-field spectroscopic surveys such as DESI also aim to obtain spectra for quasars at z ∼ 2 − 3 in order to measure the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) at high redshifts through the Lyα forest. Bright quasars illuminate the intergalactic medium at these redshifts enabling detailed measurements of the clustering properties of clumps of neutral hydrogen gas along the line of sight between us and the quasar, which show up as absorption features in the quasar spectra. Bright quasars therefore need to be isolated as targets for spectroscopic surveys from photometric catalogues like DES+VHS.
Quasars can be distinguished from similarly blue starforming galaxies through morphological classification. The brightest quasars suitable for Lyα forest measurements, appear as unresolved, nuclear point sources in imaging data and are easily separated from extended sources like galaxies. More difficult is the separation of quasars from stars which substantially outnumber the quasars in terms of their space density on the sky, particularly at bright magnitudes. The optical colours of z ∼ 2−3 quasars closely resemble those of stars and the best separation is seen in the ugr colour-colour plane where the well-known UV-excess of quasars relative to stars, can be used as a discriminant between the two populations (Richards et al. 2002) . However, in the southern hemisphere, DES lacks u-band coverage. Alternative selection criteria therefore need to be devised, for example using quasar variability to distinguish them from stars (Schlegel et al. 2011) .
It has been known for some time that in addition to the wellknown UV excess in quasar spectral energy distributions, they also display an excess in the K-band relative to stars (Warren et al. 2000) , a property that has been exploited to conduct wide-field quasar surveys using the near infrared (Maddox et al. 2012 (Maddox et al. , 2008 . As shown in Maddox et al. (2012) , the KX quasars are actually more effective than the UVX method in selecting complete samples at 2 < z < 3 where the optical quasar colours begin to run into the stellar locus. Our DES+VHS catalogues may therefore be useful for photometric quasar selection given the lack of u-band data in DES. Maddox et al. (2008) used a simple colour selection in the gJK colour-colour plane to photometrically select quasars from the SDSS+UKIDSS. Here we present a very similar giK selection with the added advantage that at fainter magnitudes it makes use of the higher signal-to-noise i-band data from DES. We also make use of WISE photometry (Wright et al. 2010 ) at 3.4µm (W1) and 4.6µm (W2) to further discriminate between quasars and stars. We note that the WISE data contains quasars out to the highest redshifts (Blain et al. 2013 ) and can therefore effectively be used to target bright quasars at all redshifts. The colour selection for quasars is defined as follows: (g − i)AB < 1.1529 × (iAB − KVega) − 1.401
Applying the DES+VHS colour and morphology selection to our optical+NIR catalogue in the SN-X3 field, we find ∼1800 i < 21.5 candidates over the 3 sq-deg. These are then matched to WISE data from the AllWISE release with ∼75% yielding WISE counterparts. Applying the WISE colour selection, we are left with 200 candidates over the 3 sq-deg. In order to test whether the selection has been effective in isolating luminous quasars, we once again make use of the OzDES master redshift catalogue which includes quasars from VVDS-Deep, VIPERS, spectroscopic follow-up of Xray selected AGN from Stalin et al. (2010) as well as AAOmega observations of the field. Out of the 200 targets, 127 currently have high confidence redshift measurements. Fifty one of the 127 spectroscopic objects are quasars at 1.8 < z < 3.5 and only 13 are stars representing a stellar contamination fraction of ∼10% for those objects with secure redshifts. In addition, there are 5 galaxies and the remaining objects are all lower redshift quasars. Although the numbers are small over this single DECam pointing, we conclude that the DES+VHS catalogues together with WISE data are proving effective in photometrically selecting quasars. These catalogues have also been used for target selection of quasars for reverberation mapping monitoring as part of the OzDES project and the larger quasar catalogue over the wider field-of-view, will be presented in Yuan et al. (in preparation) .
OTHER APPLICATIONS
In this first paper describing the optical + near infrared catalogues from DES and VHS, we have demonstrated that these catalogues can be effectively used to improve photometric redshifts from the DES-only data as well as for target selection for wide-field spectroscopic surveys. Through simple colour selection criteria that have been applied to the joint catalogues from the DES Science Verification period, we have shown that DES+VHS can be used for the selection of both broad-line quasars as well as Luminous Red Galaxies at high redshifts of z ∼ 0.7. In future work, these selection criteria will be honed to provide purer and more complete samples of these populations.
The current work has focussed in particular on photometric redshifts and target selection with DES+VHS data but we highlight that the joint photometry catalogue produced from the two surveys will also enable a range of other investigations which will significantly enhance the science possible from DES alone. We have shown in Section 6 that the VHS near infrared colours could be useful for star-galaxy separation in DES. The inclusion of near infrared photometry will also result in improved stellar mass estimates for DES galaxies as the older long-lived stellar populations in galaxies that contribute most to their total mass, are redder in colour (e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Drory et al. 2004) . Even for the bluest galaxies, near infrared photometry can help break degeneracies in spectral energy distribution fit parameters (e.g. Banerji et al. 2013 ) demonstrating the utility of the VHS data in constraining stellar masses of DES galaxies. DES is also capable of potentially identifying very massive (M * > 10 12 M⊙) galaxies at z > 4, should they exist, and the near infrared data will be useful in distinguishing these galaxies from other contaminant populations (Davies et al. 2013 ).
Extremely Red Objects
The VHS data will also be more sensitive than DES to rare populations of extremely red objects such as high redshift quasars (Mortlock et al. 2011; Venemans et al. 2007; Willott et al. 2009 ), cool dwarfs in our own Milky Way (e.g. Burningham et al. 2013; Lodieu et al. 2012) as well as the dustiest quasars which represent supermassive black-holes in the process of formation (e.g. Banerji et al. 2012 Banerji et al. , 2013 . Many of these will be undetected or extremely faint in DES but the optical photometry is nevertheless necessary in order to verify the extreme colours of these rare sources and discriminate between them and other contaminant populations.
Initial investigation of the colours of high redshift quasars in the DES+VHS Science Verification data shows that the forced pho-tometered VHS fluxes still provide useful colour information for z = 6 quasars. The quasar CFHQS J022743−060530 was discovered by the Canada France Hawaii Quasar Survey and lies at a redshift of z = 6.20 (Willott et al. 2009 ). It is the only existing high redshift quasar to overlap the DES Science Verification observations. The search for and discovery of new high redshift quasars in the DES Science Verification data are presented in Reed et al. (in preparation) . From the DES imaging, we find that CFHQS0227−0605 is undetected in the DES i-band and has a z-band PSF magnitude of 22.16. We measure colours in a 1 arc sec aperture of (i − z)=3.66 and (z − J)=0.42 where the latter comes from the forced photometry DES+VHS catalogue. We note here that unlike the forced photometry catalogues in the SN-X3 field presented in this paper, the joint DES+VHS forced photometry catalogue overlapping CFHQS J022743−060530 uses the riz combined image for object detection and is therefore sensitive to objects that are not detected in the r-band. As mentioned in Section 2.1 however, these r-band drop-outs are extremely rare and use of the r-band for detection does not affect the conclusions of this paper.
CFHQS J022743−060530 is among the faintest z = 6 quasars currently known and has a signal-to-noise of ∼1 in our J-band forced photometry catalogues. The (z − J) colour is typically used to rule out a cool star classification as cool dwarfs in our own Milky Way are the main contaminants in high redshift quasar searches. Despite the low signal-to-noise, we find that the measured (z − J) colour of this source is consistent with that of a high redshift quasar (Willott et al. 2009 ). A higher signal-to-noise detection in the J-band leading to a redder (z − J) colour, would favour a cool star identification for this object. Even in the low signal-tonoise regime, limits on the near infrared photometry obtained using the DES detections can therefore help set important constraints on the colours for the identification of high redshift quasars.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the construction of a joint optical and near infrared (grizY JK) photometric catalogue from the Dark Energy Survey and VISTA Hemisphere Survey over a single 3 sq-deg DECam pointing centred at 02h26−04d36 targeted as part of the DES Science Verification period. The availability of ancillary multiwavelength photometric data as well as large spectroscopic samples in this field, allows us to validate the quality of our photometric catalogues and assess their utility for a range of science applications. We demonstrate that using the deep DES detection images to extract fluxes from the VHS images at the DES positions results in a factor of ∼4.5 increase in the number of sources with optical+NIR photometry. While a simple catalogue match between DES and VHS provides ∼10,000/deg 2 galaxies with joint optical and NIR photometry, performing forced photometry allows us to increase this number to ∼45,000 galaxies/deg 2 albeit now with lower average signal-to-noise in the infrared. Almost 70% of DES sources in this field have useful NIR flux measurements through the forced photometry. We show that the near infrared colours of galaxies in this forced photometry catalogue are consistent with templates generated from deep photometry in the COSMOS field. By matching our catalogue to deep near infrared data from the VISTA VIDEO survey, we show that the number counts agree very well with the VIDEO data over the magnitude range over which the two surveys overlap but the DES detections allow us to probe ∼1.5 mag deeper in the near infrared compared to the VHS 5σ catalogues. In this paper we assess how useful this joint catalogue is for a range of science applications, concentrating in particular on photometric redshifts and target selection for future wide-field spectroscopic surveys.
The addition of near infrared VHS data to DES photometry results in a modest improvement in the overall photometric redshift performance in particular reducing the scatter on the photometric redshift by ∼7-12% (depending on the metric used to compute this scatter). We find that the VHS data allow us to quantify both the bias and scatter on the photometric redshift to better accuracy than with DES alone and note that there is some evidence that the VHS data are particularly helpful in reducing the photometric redshift scatter at z < 0.5 and z > 1. While these results are encouraging, we caution that they are currently affected by the small number statistics of available spectroscopic samples overlapping the single field where we have conducted our analysis and are also sensitive to the photometric redshift algorithm used. Our spectroscopic catalogues are over-represented at low redshifts and bright magnitudes where galaxy photometric redshifts are already well estimated with optical data. While we have attempted to correct for this bias by weighting the spectroscopic sample such that it has the same magnitude distribution as our photometric sample, in this single field, the results could be strongly influenced by a small number of highly weighted galaxies. Nevertheless, the photometric redshift analysis conducted here suggests that the VHS forced photometry is likely to improve the photometric redshift estimates from DES alone.
We introduce a simple DES+VHS colour selection scheme for the identification of high redshift Luminous Red Galaxies. Our proposed selection in the rzK colour-colour plane gives ∼900 targets per sq-deg down to a magnitude limit of i < 21.5. By matching these targets to existing spectroscopic databases as well as AAOmega observations of this field obtained as part of the OzDES project, we verify that the selection proves extremely effective in isolating high redshift LRGs with a median redshift of 0.72. Contamination from non-LRGs is estimated to be <0.5% for those objects with secure redshifts although we note that the contamination may be higher for the subset of objects where secure redshift identifications were not possible.
For the purposes of quasar selection we propose the use of DES, VHS and WISE catalogues. As DES will not have u-band observations, quasars cannot be separated from stars using the traditional UVX method which exploits the excess seen in quasar spectra relative to stars at UV wavelengths. Instead, we make use of the KX method and propose a simple giK colour selection together with a WISE colour cut for the identification of luminous quasars. Our proposed selection gives a target density of ∼70 bright quasars per sq-deg. Once again utilising the many spectroscopic datasets over this field, we show that a large fraction (∼40%) of the bright quasar targets with secure redshifts lie at 1.8 < z < 3.5 and will therefore be suitable for Lyα forest measurements. Contamination from stars and low redshift galaxies is estimated to be ∼14% for the subset of quasar targets with robust redshift measurements and most of the remaining sources with secure redshift identifications correspond to quasars at z < 1.8.
We conclude that the DES+VHS catalogues will form an important dataset for obtaining good photometric redshifts of galaxies in the southern hemisphere as well as aiding target selection for future wide-field spectroscopic surveys. The VHS data will also enable a range of other science investigations that will not be possible from DES alone e.g. improved stellar masses for DES galaxies, the identification of high redshift and highly reddened quasars and the discovery of cool, low-mass stars in our own Milky Way. Joint pho-tometry from DES and VHS at the pixel level will eventually result in an optical+NIR catalogue of more than 200 million galaxies and ∼70 million point sources over 4500 sq-deg of the southern sky. Constructing these joint catalogues will therefore enhance the science possible from both surveys and contribute significantly to the landscape of wide-field photometric surveys in the southern hemisphere over the next decade.
